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Does Indication-Specific Pricing Fit Generics With Carveouts?
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Indication-specific pricing (ISP) is often proposed as a solution to rising health care
costs, particularly for branded drugs that have multiple indications. But it is unclear
whether such a model could work with generic and biosimilar products that have
labels from which one or more approved uses have been carved out.
Introduction
Public officials and the media regularly lament the high cost of prescription drugs.
Indeed, prescription drugs account for about 17 percent of all health care spending
in the U.S.,[2] and that figure is expected to increase.[3] Criticism about the cost of
drugs is often coupled with the allegation that such drugs are no better than
existing, less expensive treatments. This may be the case for a drug, for example,
with multiple indications, and the relative clinical benefit of the drug varies
between the indications.[4] Historically, drugs are priced on a per unit basis,
meaning the price of the drug is the same, regardless of the indication. To many,
this makes little sense for drugs with multiple indications. As the Institute for
Clinical and Economic Review has reported, “price and clinical value do not
necessarily align well across multiple indications. With multi-indication drugs on the
rise, it is important for payers and manufacturers to consider the options through
which pricing can better reflect differential benefit by indication.”[5]
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That is where ISP (or indication-based pricing) comes in. ISP is a form of value-based
pricing that sets different prices for the same drug, depending on the indication for
which it is used.[6] Many have touted it as one solution to rising prescription drug cost because it allows
drug reimbursements to reflect the actual value delivered by the drug, leading to more informed choices
by patients and doctors. [7] Interested parties have published the pros and cons of ISP, and have
provided solutions as to how it may work.[8] ISP programs can be implemented in different ways: (1) the
same drug product is branded under a different name (and price) depending on the indication; (2) no
brand differentiation, but discounts apply to a drug depending on the indication for which it is used,
requiring tracking the indication for each prescription; and (3) using a single “blended” rate for a drug
rate based on estimates of how much a drug will be used for each indication.[9]
Recently, pharmacy benefit managers[10] (PBMs) have started to use ISP programs.[11] Express Scripts,

the largest PBM, has rolled out an ISP program for drugs to treat certain cancers. An example of such a
drug is Tarceva (erlotinib), which when used to treat non-small cell lung cancer provides an additional
five months of life compared to chemotherapy, whereas when it is used to treat pancreatic cancer, it
provides only an additional 12 days of life compared to chemotherapy.[12] For this reason, Express
Scripts has suggested it will pay less when the drug is used to treat pancreatic cancer compared to lung
cancer. It has taken a similar approach to anti-inflammatory drugs too.
While ISP is intended to address some economic concerns for branded products, it is not clear whether
ISP is compatible with existing regulatory and legal frameworks relating to generic products and
biosimilars, particularly those with drug labeling that has carveouts. A brief discussion of regulatory and
patent infringement issues regarding such products is provided below.
ANDA Label Carveouts
The Hatch-Waxman Act provides a framework for the approval process for “small molecule,” generic
drugs and a means for resolving patent infringement disputes arising out of the filing of an applicant’s
Abbreviated New Drug Application.[13] In a Hatch-Waxman litigation, the infringement inquiry focuses
on the drug as described in the applicant’s ANDA; when a method of use patent is asserted, the question
is how would the product be used according to its proposed drug label.[14] While a proposed label for a
generic product must generally have the same information as the brand product’s label,[15] 21 U.S.C. §
355(j)(2)(A)(viii) permits an ANDA applicant to “carve out” (or remove) from its label indications that are
covered by method of use patents, as long as there is at least one indication remaining in the label and
the product is safe and efficacious for the remaining use(s). Carving out a patented use would ideally
avoid a claim of induced infringement of that patent because by removing the use from the label, the
company is not instructing or encouraging others to practice it.
Generics drugs with such “skinny” labels, however, have been prescribed and dispensed for carved-out
uses. Doctors are permitted to prescribe drugs, both branded and generic, “off label,” that is for
indications that do not specifically appear on the drug’s label. Once a generic drug is approved,
insurance carriers and PBMs may only cover the generic form, and state generic substitution laws may
require pharmacists to dispense the generic version,[16] regardless of the use. But that does not mean
the generic product sponsor is inducing infringement. In a Hatch-Waxman litigation, evidence that
physicians would prescribe a proposed generic drug in an infringing manner, where the patented
indication is carved out of the label, is insufficient to establish induced infringement.[17] This defense is
not absolute, however. Courts have found liability under such circumstances, based on other
information in the label,[18] and the generic drug manufacturer’s correspondence to the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration.[19]
BPCIA Label Carveouts
The Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act (“BPCIA”)[20] was created to establish a regulatory
pathway for follow-on biologics (i.e., “big molecules”), known as biosimilars, and a framework for
resolving patent disputes stemming from the filing of an abbreviated biologics license application
(“aBLA”). If a reference biologic product has multiple indications, the aBLA applicant could include all
those indications in its proposed biosimilar label by conducting clinical trials for each indication, or by
extrapolating clinical data regarding one indication to the others so long as there is sufficient scientific
justification of biosimilarity for the other indications.[21] Like ANDA applicants, however, aBLA
applicants can choose to not seek FDA approval for certain indications and have label carveouts.[22]

There is little, if any, real-world data available regarding off-label use of biosimilars; just a few are
commercially marketed, and none of those have label carveouts. Many states have passed laws paving
the way for substitution of brand products for biosimilars that are deemed “interchangeable”[23] but no
marketed biosimilar is currently designated as such.[24] Therefore, while it remains to be seen whether
biosimilars, including interchangeables, will be prescribed or dispensed, it is certainly possible for
carved-out uses, given the high costs of biologics.
Furthermore, there has only been one BPCIA case where the issue of infringement has made its way to
the Federal Circuit, Amgen v. Apotex.[25] While that case relates to process claims, the lower court and
Federal Circuit opinions suggest that the test for infringement in a BPCIA case, including for method
claims, may be substantially similar to the test in a Hatch-Waxman litigation, discussed above.
Indication-Specific Pricing For Generic And Biosimilar Products With Carveouts
That brings us back to ISP. It is unclear how generic products and biosimilars with label carveouts will be
priced, or reimbursed, under ISP. An ISP program may work best if the uses for which a drug is
prescribed are reasonably forecasted at the time the manufacturer negotiates pricing with the insurer or
PMB. But how would a generic or biosimilar manufacturer negotiate a price with an insurer or PBM with
respect to a product that has a “skinny” label, from which patented uses were carved out? Would
pricing be based on all expected uses (based on how the branded product is used), or just on those uses
that appear in the “skinny” label? And let’s assume for the sake of argument it is the former. Would
there be induced infringement implications? In other words, could the manufacturer’s mandatory, price
negotiations reflecting off-label use be used as evidence of induced infringement against the
manufacturer?
Moreover, ISP of generic and biosimilar products with carveouts might undermine the policy behind
such pricing, which is to match the value of the drug with its costs. For example, imagine that a doctor
prescribes a drug, for which a generic product is available, but according to an FDA-approved indication
that is carved out from the generic product. And let’s assume when the patient fills the drug it is
automatically substituted at the pharmacy with the generic product. If the generic drug company is
reimbursed based on only the uses not carved out from its label, then the drug company may not be
reimbursed according to the true value of drug’s use.
Conclusion
Practitioners should pay close attention to see whether, and how, ISP is adopted for generic and
biosimilar products, particularly those with “skinny” labels. In view of the questions raised above, it is
unclear whether ISP is compatible with the current legal frameworks in play.
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